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MEN BEHIND THE GUNS AT N.

JAMES ERNI s I. tI1

ABOUT the time when the dark clouds oi the great war tonal:raced rumbling
over Europe: seven years before KDKA'S first broadLast dashed through the

air-when the great towers of NAA at Arlington were first erected, J. E. Smith
organized and became President of the National Radio Institute

Even as late as 1921, when the first broadcaster went on the kir, the man who
would have predicted hundreds of manu-
facturers, six hundred broadcasters,
thousands upon thousands of jobbers
and dealers in Radio, and millions of re-
ceivers - Television, Talking Moving
Pictures-well such a prophecy would
have taxed the imagination of Jules
Verne.

Call it vision, foresight, imagination
-or what you will-this man, J. E.
Smith, heard the call of the future and
read its meaning correctly, lie saw the
need for trained Radio men-he act
about to educate them.

What, we ask, was the background of
this man who had trained more persons
in Radio, by correspondence, than any
other man in the world To answer that
question let us consider some of the his-
tory of his life:

Born in Rochester, New Hampshire,
February 3, 1881. he completed his edu-
cation by graduating from Worcester
Polytechnic Institute with a BS degree
in Electrical Engineering in 1906.

Following two years with the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company of Pittsburgh, Mr. Smith be-
came instructor in Steam and Electrical
Engineering at the McKinley Technical
High School in Washington. D. C., dur-
ing which time he formulated and super-
vised the introduction of Radio instruc-
tion as a part of the physics courses in
the High Schools of Washington.

Having by this time also organized
the National Radio Institute he became

so prominent in Radio circles that he
was placed in charge of the Radio In-
struction tamp, Howard Univeraii)
during the World War.

J. E. Smith is a Member of The Insti-
tute of Radio Engineers, The American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, The
American Radio Relay League, The So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineer*, The
American Section of International Com-
mittee on Wireless Telegraphy, The Na-
tional Aeronautic Association of the U.
S, A., The American A.wiation for
Adult Education, and The American As-
couciation fur the Advancement of
Science.

This man, the President of the of-

gizri itut ion which is training you for sue-
,ess 111 Radio, has in his student body,
men and women in eery civilized coun-
try in the world, His successful gradu-
ates are numbered by the thousands and
it is in the knowledge of these successes
that he derives his greatest pleasure in
life. AU his life he has known hard
work-he's still at it and will be as long
as he is physically able. lie has known
hardships-but strange to say-he does
not, like so many other 6ucceesful men,
ixiiist of them. On the contrary he
claims that his successful graduates
more than repay him in the knowledge
of good M tit done for any troubles he
has had in the past,

J. E. Smith has shown the road tu
happiness and success to many a nuin
whose outlook in life was small indeed.
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THE RADIO CITY
TN the January, 1932, issue of National Radio News, Mr. T. E. Rose, Vocational
1 Director of the National Radio Institute, gave some interesting information

labout Radio City in his article, "Radio's Answer to the Depression."
Now, "The News" has succeeded in obtaining a copy of a drawing giving the

architect's conception of Radio City as it will appear when completed. This draw-
ing was made from the final plans of this stupendous project which is now well
under way.

Radio City will occupy the
property between Fifth and
Sixth Avenues and from Forty-
eighth Street to Fifty-first
Street, in the heart of New York
City. It is understood that the

t building part of the project will
cost close to $250,000,000 and
that the total capital required
to bring the plan to completion
will be approximately $500,-
000,000.

- Is Radio's future assured? Is
it secure ? These questions we
hear quite frequently. Would
such far-sighted business heads
as the Rockefeller interests in-
vest five hundred million dollars

1 in something that did not offer
g them a mighty good chance for
!' a return of their money with

fine interest ? We all know the
backers of this plan well enough
to answer that question to our
own entire satisfaction.

The buildings pictured in this
qj group will house Radio and elec-
t; trical entertainment in all of

their forms. Located here will
also be the main offices of many
Nation-wide-even world-wide
Radio organizations. In all
probability, many readers of this
very page of National Radio
News will eventually be em-
ployed in one of the thousands
of jobs either in, or connected
in some way with, the offices in
these buildings, sometime in the

'future.

Though many cry, "Depres-
sion," Radio marches on.

Page Three
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February 3, 1881, he completed his edu-
cation by graduating from Worcester
Polytechnic Institute with a BS degree
in Electrical Engineering in 1906.

Following two years with the West-
inghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company of Pittsburgh, Mr. Smith be-
came instructor in Steam and Electrical
Engineering at the McKinley Technical
High School in Washington, D. C., dur-
ing which time he formulated and super-
vised the introduction of Radio instruc-
tion as a part of the physics courses in
the High Schools of Washington.

Having by this time also organized
the National Radio Institute he became

so prominent in Radio circles that he
was placed in charge of the Radio In-
struction Camp, Howard University,
during the World War.

J. E. Smith is a Member of The Insti-
tute of Radio Engineers, The American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, The
American Radio Relay League, The So-
ciety of Motion Picture Engineers, The
American Section of International Com-
mittee on Wireless Telegraphy, The Na-
tional Aeronautic Association of the U.
S. A., The American Association for
Adult Education, and The American As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Science.

This man, the President of the or-
ganization which is training you for suc-
cess in Radio, has in his student body,
men and women in every civilized coun-
try in the world. His successful gradu-
ates are numbered by the thousands and
it is in the knowledge of these successes
that he derives his greatest pleasure in
life. All his life he has known hard
work-he's still at it and will be as long
as he is physically able. He has known
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not, like so many other successful men,
boast of them. On the contrary he
claims that his successful graduates
more than repay him in the knowledge
of good work done for any troubles he
has had in the past.

J. E. Smith has shown the road to
happiness and success to many a man
whose outlook in life was small indeed.
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A Chat With the
N. R. I. Director

WE plan, starting now and continuing
through the next several' months, to bring you
a series of articles bearing on the various mem-
bers of the Faculty and Staff of N. R. I.

Our desire is that you know better the men
responsible for training you for. Success in
Radio; we want you to have a more personal
knowledge of them and what they do to help
you toward your goal-a thorough understand-
ing of Radio and the resultant profits.

But more than merely learning to know
these men, you will be impressed by the fact
that in nearly' every case their lives are in-
spirations. Every one fought for success-
every one had to overcome obstacles. They
reached their present positions by work-
hard work-frequently hard knocks.

And not one of them has quit working for
greater success. A man who has quit trying to
improve-quit studying ways and means to do
a better job has no place at N. R. I.

We're proud of our school-your school. We
honestly believe it to be the most efficient
organization of its kind in existence and we
know you'll find ample reason to agree with us
when you're better acquainted with the 'men,
behind the guns here at N. R. I. It is entirely
fitting that we should start our series with
our President, Mr. ,I, E. Smith. (See front
cover and Page 1.)

Page Four

A new device, operating on the principles of
a short wave Radio transmitter is now being
used for the cure of rheumatism. The machine
is known as the "Radio Therm" and it is re-
ported that more than 500 treatments have
already been given by this method.

"No one need fear that opportunities do not
exist today. The next quarter century will
see more happen and offer more opportunities
than have the past twenty-five years. There
is much to be done in the Radio and Television
field . . . "-David Sarnoff.

On January 3, this year, "Wire -Wireless"
became "of age." For twenty-one years, ex-
periments have been carried on to bring out
the possibilities of this plan to bring pro-
grams to the homes of the millions by means
of the electric light wires.

Graduates of N. R. I. who attended the fif-
teenth anniversary convention in 1929 will re-
member Major General George 0. Squier, pio-
neer of Wire -Wireless and member of the Ad-
visory Board of the' National Radio Institute,
for his stirring talk on the future of that
scientific development.

On the day that Wire -Wireless celebrated
its 21st anniversary, General Squier gave a
very interesting lecture on that subject, at the
N. R. I. laboratory, to all members of the
Institute's Instruction and Technical Staff.

The popularity of Radio and its opportu-
nities are clearly indicated in the opening of a
New York hotel with loud speakers in each
room.

The guests are given a choice of six different
programs, and a volume control is installed on
each speaker.

Five hundred vacuum tubes are utilized in
the control room and two thousand loud
speakers are required for the complete'
installation.
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MAJESTIC MODEL 15 AND 15B CHASSIS
ELLSWOOD, SHERWOOD AND FYFEWOOD MODELS

Alignment

In checking the alignment of Model 15
(and also the 25) chassis the intermedi-
ate frequency transformers should not be
aligned unless there is a definite reason
to believe that they are out of alignment.
The alignment of these transformers at
the factory is more or less permanent
and should not need further adjustment
except in rare cases. In all alignment
procedure an output meter must be used.

R. F. and Oscillator Alignment

Tune in station in the vicinity of 1500
kilocycles, or put output of local oscil-
lator (if available) into receiver. Align
R. F. stage, and oscillator tuning con-
denser. The R. F. stage and oscillator
aligning condensers are on the gang con-
denser.

Oscillator Tracking Condenser Alignment

Tune in local oscillator to 600 kilo-
cycles.

Adjust both tuning control and track-
ing condenser simultaneously to give
maximum signal as noted on output

meter. This will be obtained by rocking
tuning control across resonance point
while adjusting tracking condenser to
give maximum output at the point of
resonance. This operation cannot be per-
formed without local oscillator and out-
put meter.

Method of Biasing

The necessary bias is obtained on the
first detector and oscillator stage through
a 10,000 ohm resistor between cathode
and ground. The intermediate frequency
amplifier is biased through the volume
control and a balance resistor of 264
ohms which is contained in the volume
control. The second detector is biased
through a 40,000 ohm resistor to ground
in the cathode circuit.

Volume Control System

Control of volume is obtained in the
Model 15 chassis by a 11,500 ohm con-
trol which controls the bias of the oscil-
lator, first detector and I. F. amplifier
stages. This control is so arranged in
the circuit that in addition to controlling
the bias of these two tubes, it alto con-
trols the input voltage to the pre -selector
stage.

MODEL 15 CHASSIS
Table of Voltages to Ground

Tube
Fil.

Volts
A. C.

Plate
Volts
D. C.

Grid
Volts
D. C.

Cathode
Volts
D. C.

Plate
Current
M. A.-
D. C.

Screen
Volts
D. C.Purpose Type

1st Det.-Osc G-24 2.5 250 9 0.9 90
I. F. Amplifier G -51-S 2.5 250 3.0** 7.0 90
2nd Detector G -24-S 2.5 250 9 0.17 90
Power and Amplifier G-47 2.5 250 -16.5* 32 250
Rectifier G-80 5.0 54 ____

*This cannot be measured with the customary 1000 ohm per volt meter because of the highresistance between the grid and ground. If there is any doubt about the pentode bias, check the
100,000 ohm, 1 megohm, 200,000 and 300,000 ohm resistors and .25 M.F.D. Condenser in this circuit andbe sure the speaker field voltage is correct, 112 volts. Also measure the pentode mate and screenvoltages and if they are 250 volts, the plate current should be 32 M.A.

**This should rise to 42 when the volume control is turned to minimum.
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sour PROJECTION TROUBLES-
ITIEIR LOCATION AND

CORRECTION
PART II

Troubles With Sound -on -Disc

nimund is available at the loudspeakers
there A, many possible causes for the trouble.

(a) 11 switches and rheostats are not set correctly.
(b) 'J "film -disc" transfer switch is not properly

set.

(c) fader switch is set for the wrong projector.

(d) r:* phonograph pickup is defective. This can
be dete: teed by rubbing the end of the needle with
your fir*-. The thing to do is to try a new pickup.

(e) amplifier system may be defective. As in
the castof sound -on -film reproduction, examine the
ampliflOystem for defective tubes, blown fuses, and
make s'm that the converting equipment, if motor-
generatd2sets are used, is in operation.

(f) I) last of the possible causes of no sound with
s oto-,d-o Eisc reproduction would be due to the fact

at ,oudspeakers on the stage are not plugged in
the k!aker cable.

Low Vume With Sound -on -Disc Reproduction
(a) (t)ck the condition of the storage battery. If

the bath/ is discharged, replace it with a fully charged
battery. 

(b) Timagnetic pickup may be defective. This may
be dete fined by low volume on one projector. The
remedy ' this case is to use a new pickup if the other
projectogives decidedly better results.

(c) 7s voltage amplifier and power amplifier may
A)e the iase of trouble for low volume just as it was
a possi4 cause of trouble under the heading "No
Sound 1(h Sound -on -Film Reproduction." A check-up
Of the ttes, fuses, power supply, and converting equip-
ment w:jndicate the trouble in this case.

National Radio News

Poor Quality With Sound -on -Disc Reproduction

As before we shall list the possible causes
for poor quality with disc reproduction.

(a) Possibly the record is old or worn which will
result in distortion.

(b) Possibly the record is dirty, there are dust par-
ticles in the record grooves. This can be overcome by
wiping off the record very carefully with a piece of
cloth such as velvet.

(c) Under the heading "Poor Quality With Sound -on -
Disc Reproduction," we find the defective pickup. As
before, if a new pickup gives better results on the other
projector, the thing to do is to substitute a new one in
the first machine.

(d) We come now to the voltage and power amplifier
under the heading of "Poor Quality," and in this in-
stance, the trouble lies in a defective or burned out
tube in the voltage amplifier or power amplifier.

(e) The last place to look for possible causes of trou-
ble under the heading "Poor Quality" would be the loud-
speakers. It is possible that the loudspeakers are out of
adjustment. This can be determined by holding your
ear close to each loudspeaker. Simply cut out the de-
fective loudspeaker by disconnecting the field plug
from it.

Film Breaks Below Upper Feed Sprocket When
Running Record

The procedure when this type of trouble
occurs is as follows: The picture and the
sound are still synchronized, therefore do not
lift the pickup from .the disc. The next thing
to do is to close the dowser. Then stop the
projector motor. Snap the fada switch to the
side corresponding to the other projector. Re -
thread the projector without taking the film
from the upper feed sprocket. Then start the
projector motor again. When the motor has
attained normal running speed, open the
dowser and fade in the sound by snapping the
fada switch.

A word of caution regarding splicing of the
film when such a film break occurs. When
splicing the film, always keep the film of con-
stant length by inserting a strip of black
leader equal to the length of the piece cut out.

Film Breaks Above Upper Feed Sprocket When
Running a Record

The procedure to follow when this type of
trouble occurs is as follows: First, the picture
and sound are no longer in synchronism. As
before, close the dowser, stop the projector,
snap the fada switch to the side corresponding
to the other projector, rethread the projector,
start projector motor. When the motor attains
normal running speed, open the dowser. When
this particular type of trouble occurs, the

(Page ten, please)
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It has taken several months to get this
article in form for the printer. In that time
many pages were written. When the time came
to publish it, the necessity arose for cutting it
down to the bone; eliminating all that was not
absolutely essential to the purpose.

So there are no bouquets to be tossed-no
flowery phrases used, just plain, cut and dried,
hard-boiled facts.

I'm writing to a class of men who want to
succeed-men who have their own way to
make in the world-and who want to make
their successes just as rapidly as possible. I
doubt if this article will fall into the hands
of any who do not come in that category, but
if it does, I hope they will stop reading right
here-before they get their feelings hurt by
being ignored-because I'm not talking to
them at all.

The fellow who goes into the Radio business
for himself these days has the advantage of
getting into a game which is thriving on public
popularity. The public is sold, and sold hard
on ,Radio. It is getting so that people with
insufficient clothing in their wardrobe insist on
having their Radio. They go further than that.
They not only want a set, but they want one
better than the fellow next door-and the con-
sequence -is resale of new models-with new
improvements when they come out. And they
are coming out plenty fast.

Radio has come to a point where it is con-
sidered indispensable for homes where there
are growing children, due to the educational
programs being broadcast. It is the ideal
recreation for the aged and the sick. The
housewife looks to it for her home -making
ideas. Every one in the family finds programs
that fit in with his or her needs and desires.
Page Eight

STARTING and OPERATING
a RADIO BUSINESS

Part I
By P. J. Murray, Manager,

N. R. I. Graduate Service Department

In writing this article, Mr. Murray has reduced to a minimum theoret-
ical comments. The information has been tested and proved in practical
experience, not by the author alone, but in the cases of the many N. R. 1
Graduates whom he is daily helping to succeed in Radio.-EDITOR.

Is it hard, then, to see why the popularity
of Radio should be turned into dollars for the
wide-awake Radio man?

I know of very few businesses into which a
man can start with as little capital. Knowl-
edge of the subject, personality and a big
measure of "I WILL" are the chief necessities.
Back -bone is essential. If a fellow can't take
a bump once in a while and come up smiling-
if he isn't willing to put in as many hours a
day as he'd have to give an employer if work-
ing for then he'd better not try the
business end of the game. For this end of the
Radio game is not one for weaklings-nor for
the fellow looking for a cinch. There's noth-
ing soft about it. He'll have to work and he
must have ability. Unless he can put these
characteristics into the business he'd better
leave that phase of the matter to somebody
else. It is the place for men, however, who
are willing to pay the price and who want to
take the profits.

The Radio man going into business has the
choice of going either into the sales end or
attacking it from the service angle. Or he can
combine the two and do both. Most prefer,
especially if they are starting with a small
capital, to go after service business first and
gradually work around to the combination of
the two after enough profit has been made
through following up the first choice.

A mighty valuable point to remember is that
the majority of Radio dealers are not trained
men themselves. Unless they are hiring com-
petent service men, theirs is the hit and miss
method in the large majority of cases. And
they are not rendering the type of service that
the Radio public has been educated to expect.

(Page fourteen, please)
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OUR BROADCASTING SYSTEM

The Federal Radio Commission believes that
the American system of broadcasting has pro-
duced the best form of radio entertainment
that can be found in the world.

This system is one which is based entirely
Ripon the use of radio broadcasting stations for
iiidvertising purposes. It is a highly competi-
J;ive system and is carried on by private enter-

! rise. There is but one other system-the
uropean system. That system is govern-

ilnental. Under that system, broadcasting is
ponducted either by the government or by some

Company chartered by the government. There
s no practical medium between the two sys-
tems. It is either the American system or the
European system.

1

The principal objection to programs under
Sur system arises out of the kind of advertis-
ng that is allowed to be made a part of them.

The Commission recognizes that the industry
is young, that many policies must grow out of
experience, and that some stations today are
tn aking efforts to constantly raise the stand-
trds of broadcasting, but the problem cannot

,.be solved by a few stations. There is not a
single station that can escape responsibility.
t.A heavy responsibility rests upon all chain
A ompanies. Today, approximately 550 per-

ons, firms or companies hold licenses which
ive them the right to use the air to its max-

mium capacity for radio broadcasting purposes.
frhere are 123,000,000 people in the United
Mates wholly dependent upon these few per-
rsons for their radio entertainment. Their
rights in this new art cannot be denied. And
f their share of this form of entertainment can
e received only at the expense of advertising

statements or claims which are false, deceptive
exaggerated, or at the expense of pro -

rams which contain matter which would be
ommonly regarded as offensive to persons of

recognized types of political, social and relig-
ous belief, then they are justified in demand-
ng a change in the system.

The good will of the listener is the station's
pnly asset, and, therefore, this problem first
hould rest with the licensees of stations. The

problem should not be taken out of their hands
until they have had full opportunity to make
the necessary corrections. If they decline the
opportunity, or seizing it, fail, the matter
should be treated with proper legislation. As
an aid and a guide in the matter, the Commis-
sion commends to the licensee of each radio
broadcasting station for his most serious con-
sideration the following code of ethics which
has been adopted by the National Association
of Broadcasters. The Commission believes this
code to be fair and just to the broadcaster and
to the listener, and that it is an avenue by
which the industry can regulate itself.

CODE OF ETHICS
Adopted by the National Association of

Broadcasters
1. Recognizing that the radio audience includes per-

sons of all ages and all types of political, social and
religious belief, every broadcaster will endeavor to pre-
vent the broadcasting of any matter which would com-
monly be regarded as offensive.

2. When the facilities of a broadcaster are used by
others than the owner, the broadcaster shall ascertain
the financial responsibility and character of such client,
that no dishonest, fraudulent or dangerous person, firm
or organization may gain access to the radio audience.

3. Matter which is barred from the mails as fraud-
ulent, deceptive or obscene shall not be broadcast.

4. Every- broadcaster shall exercise great caution in
accepting any advertising matter regarding products or
services which may be injurious to health.

5. No broadcaster shall permit the broadcasting of
advertising statements or claims which he knows or
believes to be false, deceptive or grossly exaggerated.

6. Every broadcaster shall strictly follow the pro-
visions of the Radio Act of 1927 regarding the clear
identification of sponsored or paid -for material.

7. Care shall be taken to prevent the broadcasting
of statements derogatory to other stations, to individuals,
or to competing products or services, except where the
law specifically provides that the station has no right of
censorship.

8. Where charges of violation of any article of the
Code of Ethics of The National Association of Broad-
casters are filed in writing with the managing Director,
the Board of Directors shall investigate such charges
and notify the station of its findings.

Page Nine
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TROUBLES WITH SOUND -ON -DISC
(Continued from page seven)

sound must not be faded in but the film must
be run solid, that is, with no sound accompani-
ment.

In every case where there is a film break, it
is necessary to keep the film of constant length
by inserting a strip of black leader equal in
length to the piece of film which was cut out.

Needle of Pickup Jumps Groove on Record

When this type of trouble occurs, the picture
and the sound are no longer synchronized. The
only thing that can be done is to snap the fada
switch to the side corresponding to the other
projector and run the film without sound ac-
companiment. In the meantime, inspect the
tone -arm and see whether or not it binds or
catches at any point as the pickup moves over
the record. As a further precaution, it is not
advisable to use a record again on which the
needle has once jumped a groove. When the
needle comes to this bad part in the record, it
is apt to jump again.
GENERAL TROUBLES WHICH OCCUR IN

EITHER SOUND -ON -FILM OR SOUND -
ON -DISC REPRODUCTION

Noise or Intermittent Sounds With Film or
Record Reproduction

(a) This type of trouble may be caused by dirt or
acid at the top of the storage battery. The obvious

thing to do is to use a spare storage battery and clean
the dirty one.

(b) Possibly the storage battery is "gassing." This
type of trouble occurs when the battery is put into use
too soon after charging. A storage battery should not
be used until at least one-half hour has elapsed after
the battery has been fully charged.

(c) Possibly the storage battery terminal connections
are loose. They should be cleaned and tightened.

(d) Some sound reproduction systems employ dry
batteries. Possibly there are loose connections on the
dry battery. They should be cleaned and tightened.

(e) Check up on the ground connection. A good
ground connection is absolutely essential. It should be
cleaned and tightened.

Motor Stops When Running, Either Sound -on -
Film or' Sound -on -Disc

(a) Check up on the motor supply line. Possibly it
is open.

(b) Check up on the supply circuit switches and
fuses. If the fuses are defective, replace them once. If
they blow a second time, there is something radically
wrong with the power supply system.

(c) Check up on the converting equipment (motor -
generator sets) if this type of equipment is used, and
make sure that it is running properly.

(d) Check over the projector driving mechanism of
the driving motor for hot bearings. A new motor will
have to be provided for operating the projector if this
trouble occurs.

A LETTER FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD

After taking the N. R. I. Course I became Manager of one of the largest Radio
Departments in the city, and although only 20 years of age did all the buying, local
and import.

Later I visited Melbourne and obtained a position with a large Radio firm testing
sample sets prior to ordering, and in Retail sales.

Went to sea in charge of Radio on the S. S. Newton Beech and visited Egypt,
Italy, England, Ireland.

Returning to Australia I am now engineer in charge of 6ML at Perth on 1010 kc.
Thanks to N. R. I. lessons I've put my jobs across without difficulty.

HENRY SIMMONS,
Perth, Western Australia.
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Service Data on Stewart -Warner
Model R -101-A and R -101-B Radio Receiver

47210

4

02.0

.00013
10

f7ZIT
,67.124,

r,f1 /

Li

USED IN MODEL
501.4

67366

VOLTAGE TABLE

C'TV71CIzt .TI:.I0'Zv, Vol..
'51 R.F. 2.4 243 68 2.75

'24 Dee. 2.4 80 68 6

PZ or '47 Output 2.4 526 243 16 s

'80 Rect. 4.8

 7'"T"' "'1"" °°- t":1:',.1,Tlio.ra:: 7,1=gir.7...:-1Mrtr.w.
All D.C. voltages are taken between socket terminals and ground
with high resistance voltmeters having resistances of 1000 ohms
POI' volt.
Line Voltage -11S.
Volume Control full on.

"

01 WO
4007.

47296

FRONT OF SET

TUBE LOCATIONS

Circuit Data of Stewart -Warner Short Wave Converter R301 -A, B, and E
81770/N4 /V57" 577e1P

A/Yr 6750 ourPur ¢7400 CONDENSER 6.47N¢.

BOTH OW/TC
47430

HL5
MAKE ONE UNIT

SWITCH P051770115
A ToVorPalentle r ,0003JaCeltAR.VrTes,

Weir IR:MM.,' O X1e07ne aairne

B- 70 COIL rn N.7/P0M3/57503

c -r.",',VAXYZAse51,741,%,

67656 -
67573-23,..
47672-250/

67260

Plate supply plug (#67398) must be connected to some :..ource of filtered
D.C. at a potential of 180 to 280 volts. Recommended voltage is 250.
The Ground Post of the converter is the negative return and must be con-
nected to the negative side of the external plate supply. The table below
gives plate voltages at both tubes for three different plate supply voltages.

Plate Supply
Voltage '24 Plate 27 Plate

180 26 70
250 34 93
280 37 102

675.51

07425
25,000.11 $7308

Zi Plate Supply
Plug
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CANNED
NOISE

By J. A. Dowie
Chief Instructor

Broadcasting a drama is put over by sound only.
esture, make-up or scenery cannot be used to convey
c...tion or to delineate character to the listener. Sound
rid only sound registers. This sound may be the voice

I,' the performer or the sound of a variety of devices
hich convey realism and promote action. Bells, closing

,3ors, breaking china, etc., all aid both action and
At WGY's Studio the technical staff now has the

"luipment and sound facilities to build up a library of
'. Rind to meet every need of the play director. It is
ierefore no longer necessary to use appliances to imitate

;le sounds of locomotives, chickens, dogs, cats, lions,
ater-f ails, thunder, wind, or street riots. With a

prtable recorder they get the sound at the source, keep
in storage and use it over and over again, when

Jeeded. If the action of the play takes place at a busy
,greet corner, a reproduction of the sound at a busy
dorner will be available.

If the manuscript calls for the take -off of a single-
, otor or a tri-motored plane, the sound of either will

on file. The sound of water lapping the sandy shore
an inland lake, the surf at Cape Cod or the roar of

it stormy sea on Maine's rock-bound coast will be
,ound, properly indexed.

Some folks enjoy a concert by a singer or an orchestra
,Ptter if the number is followed by applause. It is

ssible to follow a studio -produced musical selection by
plause equal in volume to that accorded the prima

nDnna at the Metropolitan, because the applause at the
ietropolitan will be recorded and reproduced when and
here desired. However, extreme care must be taken
riat the record of the Metropolitan applause is not

,led in place of a political convention or a football
,ame applause.

Recently a commercial client desiring to give talks
poultry, wanted to promote realism by bringing a

OOP of hens to the studio. It was his belief that.the
ackle of the hens would give a novel and appropriate
'ackground. The hens and lusty rooster were brought
b the studio. A plentiful supply of corn was scattered
.ear the microphone. The microphone was connected

ry the sound recorder and as the chickens expressed
faeir delight with the corn, every sound of the cluck
ind cackle traced a design on the recording film. The
i'mnd of chicken and chanticleer are now indelibly
3corded and will live long after these feathered birds
rave passed over the dining table.

q, Some difficulty was found in making the sound
icord as the chickens found the WGY studio sur-
aundings somewhat strange and developed microphone

fright. In attempting to get them to cluck in natural
fashion one of the control men "shushed" them. When
the first film was developed it sounded like the midnight
raid on a hen roost. Corn placed about the microphone
was next resorted to and the hens pecked at the food
with enthusiasm. However, when this film was repro-
duced the rapid pecking sounded like a Pat Rooney tap-
dance. The problem was solved on the next sound
record by scattering the corn on a felt mat.

The Alumni Association hopes the following
figures will be of interest and assistance to
students and graduates:

Number Number
State Families Radio Sets

Maine 198,372 77,803
New Hampshire 119,660 53,111
Vermont 89,439 39,913
Massachusetts 1,024,527 590,105
Rhode Island 165,811 94,594
Connecticut 389,596 213,821
New York 3,162,118 1,829,123
New Jersey 987,616 625,639
Pennsylvania 2,239,179 1,076,770
Ohio 1,700,877 810,767
Indiana 844,463 351,540
Illinois 1,934,445 1,075,134
Michigan 1,183,157 599,196
Wisconsin 713,576 364,425
Minnesota 608,398 287,880
Iowa 636,905 309,327
Missouri 941,821 352,252
North Dakota 145,382 59,352
South Dakota 161,332 71,361
Nebraska 343,781 164,324
Kansas 488,055 189,527
Delaware 59.295 27,183
Maryland 386,087 165,465
District of Columbia 126,014 67,880
Virginia 530,092 96,599
West Virginia 374,646 87,469
North Carolina 645,245 72,329
South Carolina 366,265 28,007
Georgia 654,009 64,908
Florida 377,823 38,446
Kentucky 610,288 111,452
Tennessee 601,578 86,229
Alabama 592,530 56,491
Mississippi 472,354 25,475
Arkansas 439,408 40,248
Oklahoma 565,348 121,973
Louisiana 486,424 54,364
Texas 1,383,280 257,686
Montana 137,010 43,809
Idaho 108,515 32,869
Wyoming 57,218 19,482
Colorado 268,531 101,376
New Mexico 98,820 11,404
Arizona 106,630 19,295
Utah 116,254 47,729
Nevada 25,730 7,869
Washington 426,019 180,229
Oregon 267,690 116,299
California 1,618,533 839,846
United States of America 29,980,146 12,078,345
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STARTING and OPERATING
a RADIO BUSINESS

(Continued from Dag,. eight)

These dealers are looking for sales and not
for service. Their methods are such that they
cannot operate a Service Department on a
paying basis. Does this not point out one very
good class of business -building opportunity-
in localities served by the untrained dealers ?

We see failures in the Radio business quite
frequently. Do not let this frighten you or
lead you to believe that it is the fault of
Radio. On the contrary-most of the failures
are due to men getting into a business of
which they have only a "half-baked" idea-or
no knowledge at all. I have one case very
definitely in mind where a man had been in
the ( ) business for twenty years, was
operating it successfully and making good
money. He knew his game. Then he took on
an electrical specialty, of which he knew noth-
ing, and he failed. He did not realize that
after a period of months he would be required
to service the device-and when that time
came-well, he just isn't in business any more.

Keep away from any'business, especially one
which requires servicing electrical or mechan-
ical equipment, unless you are trained thor-
oughly in the operation and maintenance of
the product.

Another reason for failure is jumping into a
proposition without the proper amount of fore-
thought-in other words, analysis of the field.
But as this is a large subject in itself I'll
cover it later in the proper place.

Then we hear of other failures, due to
spending capital foolishly, but this really comes
under the head of not using good common
sense, in most cases, and the person who
doesn't possess that qualification should not be
in any business for himself, Radio or other-
wise.

(Watch for the next installment of "STARTING
AND OPERATING A RADIO BUSINESS" in the
April issue of National Radio News.)
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Trade Notices
Trude Notices in this column are not ac-

cepted as advertising and National Radio
News assumes no responsibility. Please
handle any correspondence with the firms
direct. In writing them please mention Na-.
tional Radio News.-Editor.

ELECTRAD
Electrad, Inc., 175 Varick Street, New York,

has a new catalog of Volume Controls, Voltage
Dividers, Resistors, Amplifiers and other de-
vices for Radio men which they'll gladly mail
free to anyone requesting a copy.

Their Resistor Replacement Handbook is
also of great interest to the service man. The
price is $1.00.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE
COMPANY

The International Resistance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., announces its metallized re-
sistor replacement kit. A handy box with
sliding cover contains twenty 1 -watt resistors
of the most used resistance values from 500
ohms to 3 megohms. By following instructions
packed with each kit, thousands of resistance
values may be obtained to meet precise re-
quirements. The factory seal applied to this
certified kit insures new and genuine resistors
of the indicated values.

DON'T SEND CASH
When you send money-cash-to National

Radio Institute, or elsewhere, there is always
a possibility it may get lost.

And there's no way possible to trace it and
recover-so your hard earned cash is gone.

But you can send money, safely, by check,
post office or express money order-and KNOW
you are safe. Because, even though lost, only
the person for whom it is intended can get the
money.

Make a practice of sending your money in
one of the safe ways. All business houses do
and your money is as valuable to you as theirs
is to them.

S. M. ARMSTRONG,
Student Service Director.
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H. J. LANNEN, KATALLA, ALASKA
UHad a case of stray noises in the audio circuit of a
fittery job. Overcame it by placing a 2 mfd. con-
mser from 180 volt power to ground, losing not more
Ian one per cent of signal volume.

1)SCAR E. CARLSON, SEASIDE PARK, N. J.
4Here is a tip that I think some of your students can
( ie. In planning my Wheatstone Bridge I intended to
se a battery and buzzer to deliver alternating current.
bis was according to your article in Methods of Test -
jig Receivers.
UI decided to use the 110 volt A. C. for my alternating

hirrent. Of course, this was too high a voltage. First
.4:decided to use a bell ringing transformer to deliver
j.e reduced voltage. But when I read the article on

F. Oscillators, and constructed one, I got the idea
19 using a 25 watt bulb to furnish my alternating
!This worked out perfectly and I think it is a worth -
!kale idea for other persons who are planning to con -
!knot a Slide Wire Wheatstone Bridge or wish to
iiprove their present one by making it more compact
Id efficient, for the intensity of the 60 cycle hum may

increased by use of a higher wattage bulb.

The man who does things has very little time for
.iything else.

D. B. HANEL, LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
am now working for "Montgomery Ward" as head of

1;,e Radio Department of their store.
Your cards obtained the job for me. Many thanks.

H. CARTER, MOUNT HAMILTON,
CANADA

I repaired a Fada Radio using 227 tubes and a 171A
, wer tube. It worked like a charm on my own
eaker.
So I took it back, put it in the cabinet and encoun-
red an audio howl in the machine. I asked the owner
she heard that noise before and she told me the howl

as there when she bought the machine. I found that
.e magnetic speaker had a metal casing over it which
stened directly under the shelf where the chassis was.
'The next time I came I placed a piece of sheet rubber
tween the speaker plate and the chassis. This insu-
tine stopped the howl. The machine is similar to the
da A. C. 7 but does not use a loop antenna.

C. W. TEWS, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Here is a suggestion to stop fading in an Eveready

Model No. 52. It has a double volume control. Such
a set upon which I am working would fade on every
station and when the volume control was turned it pro-
duced a crackling noise. I took the volume control
apart and found it had two graphite elements-they
looked 0. K., so I just bent the pressure arms so the
rocking disc would make better contact with the resist-
ance elements. After I did this, the set worked fine.

The set had a bad hum so I tested the filter con-
densers and found the middle section was leaky. I re-
placed this with a 2 mfd. 400 volt condenser and this
reduced the hum, however, not altogether eliminating it.
I replaced the screen grid tubes with Arcturus No. 124
tubes and every bit of hum was gone. This last men-
tioned hum was only heard when a station was tuned in.

If you ever run across an Audio Transformer with
an open primary and can't obtain one-or the people
don't want to buy one, just place a 1/10 Megohm
resistor across the primary and connect between the
plate and grid terminals a 1/10 mfd. condenser.

One single idea may have greater weight than the
labor of all the men, animals and engines for a
century.

-RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

CHAS. W. WILSON, WILKINSBURG, PA.

In servicing a Philco 87 receiver, I encountered a
noise resembling a vibrator charger._ It took quite some
time to locate the source of noise. First, I went over all
connections-making sure they were right. Next, I
replaced 280 tube volume control, and voltage divider
but still the noise remained. I examined the speaker
which proved to be 0. H. Then I removed the speaker
field choke from chassis of receiver and tore away the
insulation from the bottom of choke and here I found
the trouble. The wire connecting the choke to speaker
was stranded wire. Only two strands of wire were mak-
ing connection-the others being loose. A spark was
continually Jumping across this connection. I resoldered
the connection and replaced the choke. This eliminated
the noise entirely.

Student Michael Blanski, Jr., says: To change the tone
of a Pilot Super Wasp S. W. set, try putting a fixed
condensed .004 between "G" and "A" on the last stage
A. F. transformers.
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Flashlight Batteries are useful
when dead.

With the .carbon you can make a
wonderful, fast and useful sol-
dering iron.
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The container makes a good shield
fora Snail condenser.

Use of a vacuum tube base with the
paper carton makes a good Radio -
frequency coil form.
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ATWATER KENT SERIES 20
EDWARD E. JONES, SCRANTON, PA.

I enjoyed the January issue of the News
immensely. May I offer a
rest of our boys ?

When an A. K. series
"A -Box" operated, loses
volume, watch the re-
sistor fastened to the
back of the first vari-
able condenser. It may
be either shorted or
burnt out. There is a
resistor on each con-
denser except the de-
tector stage-but the
first one seems to have
a tendency to go flooey.

Albert came hOme with a
new book. "It's a prize,
mother," he said. "What
for, dear?" "Teacher asked
how many legs an ostrich
had and I said three."
"But an ostrich has two
legs." "Yes, mother, butthe rest of the class said
four; so I was nearest."

suggestion to the

No. 20-battery or
its selectivity and

IMPORTANT
DO YOUR CUSTOMERS LIKE YOUR

WORK?

Quite frequently students and graduates get
letters of approval from satisfied customers.

These letters tell of
jobs well done-fair
prices-Radios repaired
where others failed.
They make interesting
reading.
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We want every stu-
dent or graduate who
receives such a letter to
send in a copy with the
following notation on
the bottom: "Permis-
sion for publication
granted" and your sig-
nature.

Address your letter
to The Editor, National
Radio News, 1536 You
St., Washington, D. C.
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